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The Tully-Fisher Relation
Tully-Fisher
The Tully-Fisher (TF) relation tells us that brighter galaxies rotate faster, at least in general. (Tully and Fisher, 
1977) This can be stated as L corresponds to v4max where L is luminosity and V is the speed of rotation. 
(Sparke and Gallagher, 2000) This paper looks at the data that we have on hand to show the following:
a) The Tully-Fisher relation does hold true on average,
b) The relation has a lot of scatter,
c) The amount of scatter can be minimized to some extent using techniques described below.
Get data from Leda
Queries were run on the Leda database to get data on all galaxies where the 21-cm line width of neutral hydro-
gen (HI) is available at the 20% level (LEDA parameter  is called w20). This data was copied into a local data-
base. The database took up 30 Mb of space on a desktop computer using MS SQL Server 2000. This represents 
the data of more than 10,000 galaxies. LEDA has more than 1.3 million galaxies in the database but only 1 % 
have w20 values. Having a local copy of the data gave us the following benefits:
• Faster queries
• Ability to write user-defined functions that can be used in the SQL code
• Able to augment the data by adding new columns of data from other sources
• Quickly move query results into Excel for further analysis
• Access to SQL Server’s functions such as LOG10 and STDEV
We made ample use of all of these capabilities.
Chart data 
Luminosity Fields
We want to start off by making sure we are using the best data when charting luminosity and speed. In the 
LEDA database, the following data elements are related to luminosity. The symbols in the parentheses are the 
LEDA data column names.
Total B-magnitude – the apparent magnitude in the B-band (bt). Unless we compute the absolute magnitude 
based on this column and the distance to the galaxy, we end up adding distance to our L vs. V charts.
Galactic extinction in B-band(ag) – the amount of extinction might be interesting if it helps control the amount 
of scatter but we can’t use this field in place of luminosity.
Inclination extinction in B-band (ai) – the amount of extinction caused by the galaxies inclination to our line of 
sight. Again, might be of interest but doesn’t relate directly to luminosity.
The 21 cm line self absorption (a21) – not useful unless we think the amount of self absorption plays a role in 
the relation.
Total apparent corrected B-magnitude (btc) – we need the absolute magnitude.
Mean surface brightness within isophote 25(bri25) – a value that might possibly be used to distinguish between 
high and low surface brightness galaxies but not a direct relationship to luminosity itself.
Corrected 21 cm line flux in magnitude(m21c) – another apparent, not absolute magnitude and we don’t yet 
know if the 21 cm line relates to luminosity.
Difference between the 21 cm line and the Total B-magnitude (hic) – might be helpful to explain scatter
Kinematical distance modulus – the difference between absolute and apparent magnitude.
Absolute B-band magnitude (mabs) – Mabs is computed from the distance modules and the apparent corrected 
magnitude. This might be the winner. Sparke and Gallagher (2000) point out that B-band magnitude doesn’t 
work the best because a large amount of new star formation will increase the B-band magnitude without in-
creasing the rate of rotation. But this is the only absolute magnitude that we are given in this database so we use 
it at least at the start.



Velocity Fields
There are many fields that describe the radial velocity of the galaxy. Heliocentric radial velocity from radio 
(vrad) – might be the most accurate. Heliocentric radial velocity from optical measurement (vopt) – the aver-
age percent error for these measurements was 2% compared to .4% for the radio measurements. However, we 
determined that these radial velocities relate to the movement of the galaxy, not it’s rotation. In other words: 
radial<>rotation. 
Log of maximum velocity rotation for radio observations (logvm) – This number is derived from the 21 cm line 
width. 
Radial velocity  with respect to the Local Group, or to the GSR, or to the CMB radiation or to the Local Group 
but corrected for motion toward Virgo (vlg, vgsr, v3k, vvir) – all interesting numbers.
We used vrad at first but it quickly became apparent that was wrong. We then switched to using logvm as shown 
below.

Other Data Fields
Other fields in the database were used. 
Objtype – this field is set to ‘G’ for galaxies. We found only 8 records that were not galaxies in the Leda data 
and we removed them from our copy of the data.
Type – this is the type of the galaxy using Hubble’s classifications. The counts for each type are:
Type Count
Unspecified 914
E 83
E-SO 33
E? 4
I 801
IAB 87
IB 251
S? 51
S0 162
S0-a 317
Sa 325
Sab 368
SABa 102
SABb 294
SABc 469
SABd 117
SABm 96
Sb 815
SBa 116
SBab 106
SBb 271
SBbc 229
Sbc 1153
SBcd 165
SBd 166



SBm 190
Sc 2256
Scd 510
Sd 634
Sm 390

Clearly there is a wide assortment of types and the typing is relatively specific.
Compactness – Galaxies are classified a compact or diffuse or not specified. In this data the counts are:
Compactness Count
Unspecified 10875
C 124
D 476

Bar – 4258 galaxies are listed as having a bar. Only 3474 indicate a bar according to their Hubble type. If we 
use bar as a variable we will have to use both the bar data field and the Hubble type.
Ring – 1262 galaxies are listed as having a ring structure. We will consider this variable as well.
T – a morphological type code. This field assigns a real number between -5 and 10 which corresponds to a 
galaxy type. -5 is a uncompromised elliptical, 1 is Sa, 3 is Sb so that means Sab is 2, and so on. The real number 
allows a galaxy to be typed more specifically. For example, a galaxy that is halfway between Sab and Sb would 
get 2.5.
Multiple – 682 galaxies are listed as being multiples. These galaxies might cause additional scatter.

First Chart
Our first goal is to show that the Tully-Fisher relation holds true on average. We plot the absolute B-band mag-
nitude (mabs) versus the radial velocity from radio measurements (vrad). 
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We took all galaxies for which we had a radial velocity and magnitude. Excel was used to plot the results and 
give us a trendline for the data. Note the slope for this line. It is only -0.0003 but at least it is going in the right 
direction.
It was at this time that we reconsidered our use of vrad. A few of the velocities were negative. The bunching of 
data on the left didn’t seem right. Things improved dramatically when we used logvm. 
.



 

Log of Velocity vs Magnitude
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Our slope is now -4.489. This looks much better but we have considerable scatter. The data points on the far 
right of the graph indicate that the relation might not hold at very high velocities. This is suggested to be the 
case by McGaugh et. al. (2000) and Dalcanton et. al. (2004). McGaugh states a break between galaxies with 
rotational speeds less than 90 km per second and those that are greater (and brighter). Dalcanton says there is a 
fall-off in the metallicity of galaxies with rotation speeds greater than 120 km per sec.

Strength and Scatter
Defining Strength
We consider the TF relation to be stronger when differences in the rotational velocity appear to be correlated 
to differences in absolute magnitude (luminosity). So when we look at scatter plots of these two variables, we 
expect to see a clear trend. The trend lines computed for these scatter plots all have a slope and a y-intercept. We 
use the slope to indicate the strength of the TF relation.
Defining scatter
Scatter indicates how many data points stray off from the trend line that indicates the strength of the relation. 
The less scatter, the more reliable the relation will be.
We propose to define scatter as the standard deviation of the absolute errors between the observed magnitudes 
and the magnitude predicted by the equation that we derived. We use SQL to compute the absolute errors and 
the standard deviation using an SQL function written to compute the errors and using the SQL STDEV function. 
For the above graph we computed a standard deviation of 0.79668.
Using galaxy types
We took a look at galaxies of specific types. We temporarily avoided some intermediate types. We then per-
formed the same kind of analysis as before on 8 different galaxy types.  
   
The relation appears to grow stronger as we move from Sa types towards the Sd types. Sm is in the middle 
along with elliptical galaxies. If there was a strong correlation between the strength of the TF relation and the 
galaxy types, we would think that irregular galaxies and galaxies of an undetermined type would show a weaker 
TF relation. This might be due to selection bias. We can only plot those galaxies for which we have the lumi-
nosity and velocity. We plotted more than 98% of the spirals but barely 50% of the irregulars and 60% of the 
unspecified type galaxies.
We computed the standard deviation of the absolute errors. The results are summarized in the table below.
Type Count Strength (slope) Scatter (stdev of 

errors)
Sa 321 -2.1022 0.67867477973

Sb 801 -2.7769 0.57878216214728

Sc 2124 -4.3038 0.68522542993704
Sd 520 -4.7084 0.76185517329238



Sm 230 -3.6592 0.82516318672471
E 77 -3.1564 0.95140580081945
I 411 -4.1825 0.95363600074616
Unspecified 551 -4.0479 0.94932898276681

The scatter is highest among the ellipticals, irregulars and unspecified galaxies. Not surprising. There is a big 
jump between Sb and Sc galaxies. This is not surprising given the finding of Russell (2004) who found a signifi-
cant distinction between galaxies of type Sc I compared to Sb/Sc III galaxies. We haven’t typed these galaxies 
to the level of granularity but we still see differences. Russell says “the use of type-dependent Tully-Fisher rela-
tions provides significant improvement…”. 

We would feel a stronger connection between type and slope if the intermediate types Sab, Sbc, Scd fell into 
place in this table. The first two do exactly that but the slope for Scd types was a bit flatter than expected. The 
respective slopes are -2.5975, -4.2109 and -4.284.
So types seem to have a clear influence on the slope of the TF relation but scatter does not improve except that 
spirals do better than others.

Bars and Rings
The largest group in the above analysis was the Sc galaxies. We wanted to know what variables impacted the 
TF relation. First we considered bars. But the bar designation in the LEDA database leads to confusion. Of the 
2124 galaxies that we used, 276 of them are labeled as having a bar (i.e. data field bar equals “B”). Removing 
the galaxies labeled as having a bar (about 10%) changes the slope from -4.3038 to -4.3467. Looking at galax-
ies that are given the type SBc (a completely distinct group in this data) gives a slope of -4.2019 (a total of 1119 
such galaxies in the database). You might think all of these galaxies would be labeled as having a bar but you 
would be wrong. Eliminating those that are not labeled as such (about half) gives -4.2466. So the presence of a 
bar makes a much smaller difference than the basic galaxy type.

Still, it is possible that the Sc galaxies that are labeled as having a bar add to the scatter. So eliminating those 
gave a scatter of 0.696979. Almost no change at all. This is backed up by the findings of Courteau, et. al. (2003). 
They looked at barred galaxies and found that “barred and unbarred galaxies have comparable structural and 
dynamical parameters … the location of a galaxy in the TF plane is independent of barredness.”

We removed all galaxies marked as having a ring (166) and all galaxies marked as being either compact or dif-
fuse (100). The slope and scatter changed very little.

Inclination
We next consider the inclination of the galaxy as a possible scattering factor. Anderson and Bershady (2003) 
looked at data and used new measurements to construct what the TF relation should be for galaxies that are 
highly inclined (between 16° and 41°). We looked at Sc galaxies with various inclinations.
     
The strength of the relation significantly improves as we look at galaxies that are more nearly face-on to our line 
of sight. The scatter also improves significantly.
Type Number Strength (slope) Scatter (stdev of errors)
Sc; incl>50 1508 -5.2455 .65
Sc; incl>70 941 -5.405 .625
Sc; incl=90 346 -5.6296 .589
Sc; incl<30 144 -1.6319 .778

The inclination is clearly making a big difference in both the strength of the relation and amount of scatter. The 



magnitude of the galaxies still seems to cluster around -20. Therefore the different inclination is causing greater 
errors in the rotation velocity measurements.

We next looked at the ellipticity of galaxies. In the LEDA database this is field logr25 – the log of the ratio of 
the major axis and the minor axis. A value of 0 is circular, a value of 1 is extremely elliptical and higher values 
exist (max. for Sc galaxies is 1.24). We split the Sc galaxies into two groups
   

We defined galaxies to be “nearly circular” when logr25 was less than 0.1. The elliptical category was defined 
as log5 > .75.

The surprise is that elliptical galaxies have a stronger TF relation and the scatter is less also; .782 for circular 
galaxies and .591 for elliptical ones. Remember that here we mean elliptical in shape and not the elliptical gal-
axy type. Spiral galaxies that are perfectly circular are a bit of the odd ball but the extremely elliptical are also. 

Surface Brightness
One important TF relation finding has to do with galaxies of different surface brightness. The theory was that 
for galaxies of a certain luminosity the ratio of dark matter to baryonic matter will be consistent and the rotation 
speeds will be correlated as we have seen. But for dim galaxies, the ratio of dark matter to baryonic matter must 
be higher so correlation between luminosity and rotation speed will not be as strong. To test this, we looked at 
two groups of Sc galaxies; those with mean surface brightness greater than mag 24/arcsec2 and those with mean 
surface brightness less than 23.
   
The strength of the relation does seem less for the dimmer galaxies. This is not what Zwaan et.al. (1995) de-
scribes seeing. This is significant because if dimmer galaxies have the same TF relation as do brighter galaxies 
then the case for MOND versus dark matter is stronger. But the magnitudes listed for mean surface brightness 
appear to be apparent magnitudes not absolute. Assuming the distance modulus (absolute magnitude minus 
apparent magnitude) is the same for surface brightness as it is for B-band magnitude, we compute the absolute 
surface brightness and make a similar comparison.
   
Things are now confused completely as the dimmer galaxies appear to have a stronger TF relation.  But the 
brighter galaxies have much less scatter; 0.433 compared to 0.695. We cannot confirm what Zwaan has found 
but it could be due to several factors including making some unwarranted assumptions above.

Color
The next item to consider is the color that we are using. As mentioned earlier, the blue magnitude is influenced 
by factors that are probably not related to rotational speed such as rate of star formation. We would like to do 
this analysis using red, infrared or far infrared wavelengths.  Unfortunately, this data is not available in the 
LEDA database. Macri et. al. (2000) produced a set of magnitudes in the B,V,R and I bands but these are appar-
ent magnitudes. 
The LEDA database does not have a distance field but it does have the distance modulus. We used this to com-
pute absolute magnitudes from Macri’s apparent magnitudes. All 21 galaxies used by Macri are in the subset of 
LEDA galaxies that we are using in this project.
  
   
The following chart summarizes the findings:
Band 
Used

Strength (slope) Scatter (stdev of errors)



I -7.1608 0.44314112201460343
R -6.5671 0.43579000036165672
V -6.136 0.4610977784487385
B -5.2889 0.48925383675182194

This data shows that the infrared band gives the strongest TF Relation. This data also shows little scatter. Both 
results might still be due to the smaller sample size.
Conclusions
We find that the Tully-Fisher relation holds fairly true. Several variables can improve the TF strength and im-
prove its reliability. They are:
a) color
b) ellipticity
c) inclination
d) morphological type
Other variables appear to make no difference at all. They are:
e) bars
f) ring structures
g) compactness
And we are not sure what to make of :
h) surface brightness

Lastly, the strength and reliability of the TF relation is contingent on having good data. Of the galaxies in the 
LEDA database, 99% do not have the information needed for rotational velocity determination. The database 
does not have absolute magnitudes in the R,I or H bands which is necessary to get the best results. 
A lot of research has made use of the TF relation. Some of the references found below directly influenced our 
analysis. Others indicate the kinds of research making use of the TF relation.
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Code Snippets
We include some of the SQL code that was developed for this project in the hope that it might be useful.

Determining the average percent error for radial velocity measurements:
select avg(cast(e_vrad as float)/cast(vrad as float)) from galaxy
where vrad is not null and e_vrad is not null and vrad<>0 --.004
select avg(cast(e_vopt as float)/cast(vopt as float)) from galaxy
where vopt is not null and e_vopt is not null and vopt<>0

Computing the absolute error:
create function absError (@slope float,@intercept float,@mag float,@vel float)
returns float
as
begin
declare @answer float
 set @answer=abs(@mag - (@slope*@vel + @intercept))
 return @answer
end

Conditioning the data. After extracting the data from the LEDA database,  it was necessary to make some altera-
tions. Column names had embedded leading blanks. Columns all had datatype of varchar(8000) which had to 
be changed to the right data type for each column. In addition, the data had embedded blanks and used a dash 
to represent a null. The following queries were run against each column that we used. The example here is for 
column logr25.
update galaxy set logr25=rtrim(ltrim(logr25))
update galaxy set logr25=null where logr25=’-’

There is apparently no distance column in the LEDA database but it can be computed from the absolute and ap-
parent B-band magnitudes as follows:
select  logvm,mabs,power(10,(.2*(btc-mabs+5)))/1000000.00, objname
--count(*),stdev(.dbo.absError(-5.4441,-8.4711,mabs,logvm)) 
from galaxy where objname like ‘%NGC0300’




